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Strategy for the Future” 
 
From: Eric Wood (Princeton University), Paul Houser (George Mason University) and Dara 
Entekhabi (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) 
 
Subject: Decadal Study-Request for Information (RFI) from Community 
 
 
Re: Need for Integrated Water Cycle Observations from Space. 
 
The purpose of this short communication to the committee, and the Water Cycle sub-committee 
in particular, is to respond to your Request for Information (RFI) from the community as the 
Decadal Study considers recommendations for future space-based and ancillary observations that 
encompass the research programs of NASA and the related operational programs of NOAA. Our 
comments are particularly directed to water cycle observations, including terrestrial, oceanic, and 
atmospheric.  The key points we want to relay to the committee are: 
 

1. Water cycle in the Earth system needs to be viewed as a whole to include the terrestrial, 
oceanic, cryospheric, and atmosphere hydrosphere states and fluxes. States of the 
hydrosphere include soil moisture, snow, ice, vapor, cloud hydrometeors, ocean height 
and salinity. Exchanges include precipitation, evaporation, sublimation, runoff, among 
others. 

2. Water is at the heart of both the causes and the effects of climate change, therefore 
dedication to quantify and predict water cycle consequences of earth system changes 
must be central in the earth science and applications strategy. 

3. The energy and biogeochemical cycles (carbon, nutrients, elements) are imbedded in the 
water cycle and any variability or change in the water cycle will significantly affect the 
other Earth cycles. 

4. For envisioning a future water cycle observation strategy, it is useful to divide the water 
cycle into slow processes that don’t have a regular diurnal cycle, and fast processes 
whose dynamics can vary significantly within a day. 

5. A central challenge of a future water cycle observation strategy is to progress from 
single-variable isolated water cycle instruments to multi-variable integrated water cycle 
instruments, likely in electromagnetic band families. 

6. For studying the fast branch of the water cycle we are challenged with providing 
observations at a sufficiently high temporal resolution that processes such as storms can 
be tracked; this will require fundamental technology and science innovations at 
geostationary orbits. 

7. The water cycle observation strategy will require innovative technology developments in 
large microwave antenna development, including  micro-satellite synthetic antenna 
carpets to inflatable antennas 

8. Development of advanced multi-variate retrieval methods are required that can exploit 
the totality of the spectral information acquired by integrated water cycle observing 
system. 

 



As background, we think it is vitally important that the committee and panels consider the 
international setting that the earth science, climate and weather communities find themselves in 
2005 and looking forward to the challenges of the next decades.  On 16 February 2005, the Earth 
Observation Summit 3, in Brussels, adopted the Global Earth Observation System of Systems 
(GEOSS) 10-year implementation plan.  The central vision and purpose of GEOSS is 
“comprehensive, coordinated and sustained observations of the Earth system in order to improve 
monitoring of the state of the Earth system, increase understanding of Earth processes, and 
enhance prediction of the behavior of the Earth system.”  The implementation plan states that 
such observations are needed to produce timely information for decision-making and delivery of 
benefits to society.  GEOSS will consist of existing and future Earth observations systems, and 
will capture the success of the current success of Earth observations.  In April the Joint Scientific 
Committee (JSC) for the World Climate Research Program approved a new umbrella thrust for 
the next decade entitled Coordinated Observations and Predictions of the Earth System with the 
primary aim “to facilitate analysis and prediction of Earth system variability and change for use 
in an increasing range of practical applications of direct relevance, benefit and value to society” 
though satellite observations that will be merged into predictive global models.  WCRP envisions 
that through COPES, “WCRP will provide the soundest possible scientific basis for the 
predictive capability of the total climate system for the benefit of society, including an 
assessment of the inherent uncertainty in probabilistic prediction of climate on various space and 
time scales.”   It is doubtful that with currently planned space observations that NASA and/or 
NOAA can provide the needed space-borne observations to realize the GEOSS and COPES 
visions.  Thus, it is for your committee to provide the required vision, and we hope that our 
comments can help the committee in this task.   
 
Global Water Cycle Science 
Earth is a unique, living planet due to the abundance and vigorous cycling and replenishing of 
water throughout the global environment. The water cycle operates on a continuum of time and 
space scales and exchanges large amounts of energy as water undergoes phase changes and is 
moved from one part of the Earth system to another. Water is essential to life and is central to 
society’s welfare, progress, and sustainable economic growth.  The water cycle plays the 
following key roles in the Earth system: 

• Water exists in all three phases in the climate system and the phase transitions are a 
significant factor in the regulation of the global and regional energy balances, 

• Water vapor in the atmosphere is the principal greenhouse gas and clouds at various 
levels and composition in the atmosphere represent both positive and negative feedback 
in climate system response to anthropogenic perturbations – hence the water cycle and its 
dynamics represent a major source of predictive uncertainty about global change, 

• Process such as ocean, ice-sheet, soil moisture, and ground water dynamics represent the 
slow water cycle components that form the basis for understanding and predicting global 
and regional climate, while processes such as precipitation, cloud dynamics, water vapor, 
and evaporation represents the fast components of the water cycle and forms the basis for 
prediction of hydrologic extremes. 

• Water is the ultimate solvent and global biogeochemical and element cycles are mediated 
by the dynamics of the water cycle, 



• The variability and changes in the global cycling of water is linked to variability and 
changes in cycling of carbon, methane, nitrogen, and other nutrients at regional and 
global scales. 

• Water is the element of the Earth system that most directly impacts and constraint human 
society and its well-being. 

 
Global water cycle variability which regulates flood, drought, and disease hazards is being 
continuously transformed by climate change, erosion, pollution, salinization, and agriculture and 
civil engineering practices. The water cycle delivers the consequences of climate change. In fact, 
Asrar et al., 2001 states that “the most significant manifestation of climate change for humans 
and the environment is an intensification of the global water cycle, leading to increased global 
precipitation, faster evaporation, and a general exacerbation of extreme hydrologic regimes, 
floods, and droughts.” And the U.S. National Research Council report Research Pathways for the 
Next Decade recognized that: “Water is at the heart of both the causes and the effects of climate 
change. It is essential to establish current rates of, and possible changes in precipitation, 
evapotranspiration, and cloud water content…” (NRC, 1999). An intensified water and energy 
cycle would be expected to produce more frequent or severe weather disturbances. We have 
observed a significant global mean temperature increase over the last 20 years (Bengtsson et al. 
1999), and United States precipitation has increased by about 10% during the last century, with 
much of the change resulting from heavy rainfall frequency and intensity increases (Morel, 
2001).  The most visible manifestation that could be expected from climate warming would be 
changes in the distribution of precipitation and evaporation, and the exacerbation of extreme 
hydrologic events, floods and droughts.  From both scientific and practical perspectives, the key 
question is whether projected climate change will entail significant changes in the Earth’s global 
water cycle.  Beyond the traditional goal of climate research – to predict expected changes in the 
equilibrium state of the climate system – water cycle research must quantify and predict the 
energy sources and sinks that feed baroclinic weather systems, the general circulation of the 
atmosphere, global water transport, rainfall, and the renewal of fresh water resources.  Thus, our 
long-term water cycle challenge is to quantify and predict water cycle and environmental 
consequences of earth system variability and change through focused research investments in 
observation and modeling systems that specifically benefit end-use applications. 
 
Observations of the Global Water Cycle 
Much has been written about the global water cycle; in USGCRP documents, NASA planning 
documents and roadmaps and in various NRC reports.  That material won’t be repeated here.  
Overall, from what has been learned and achieved over the last decade, we think that following 
can be supported by scientific studies: 
 
1.  The observations from the Earth Observation System era of space-borne sensors have 
provided significant, and in many cases dramatic, improvements in earth observations that have 
and will directly advance GEOSS and COPES.  For example:  

• From the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission, the retrieval of rainfall and the further 
development of rainfall algorithms have advanced through the radar/radiometer synergy.  
TRMM served as the pathfinder that demonstrated the capability of combined active and 
passive microwave remote sensing to gain insights and monitor precipitation processes. 
The Global Precipitation Mission (GPM) is now an international effort to build on the 



experience of TRMM. Significant shortcomings of TRMM in temporal observations and 
for light rain and snow are lacking that must be addressed by the Global Precipitation 
Measurement mission.   

• From the low frequency radiometers on TRMM and Aqua/AMSR-E, the community is 
obtaining initial soil moisture products and snow water equivalent information at 
continental scales for the first time, albeit without the needed sensitivity or resolution that 
will be available, in the case of soil moisture, that the NASA ESSP HYDROS mission 
will be able to demonstrate.  HYDROS is a pathfinder mission that will use low 
frequency microwave to sense global fields of soil moisture and its freeze/thaw state. 
This is a major advancement over higher frequency microwave radiometry.  Many 
airborne and field experiments have demonstrated the value of very low frequency 
remote sensing, compared to that of higher frequency AMSR, TRMM, and SSM/I, to 
retrieve soil moisture in non-forested but vegetated regions.  Higher frequency 
microwaves are attenuated in the presence of vegetation cover which is much of the 
terrestrial land surface. HYDROS global mapping radar will augment the radiometer and 
provide enhanced resolution. Like TRMM, HYDROS is a pathfinder and it only 
demonstrates the capability to sense this important state of the water cycle. Follow-on 
systematic missions are needed to overcome the inevitable sampling deficiencies 
associate with single pathfinder missions. 

• From the MODIS sensor on NASA/EOS Terra and Aqua satellites, a better understanding 
of land surface vegetation and surface temperature dynamics and their interaction with 
the terrestrial hydroshphere has been gained.  The value of multi-spectral techniques for 
monitoring the abundance, structure and level of photosynthesis has been demonstrated. 
This understanding now needs to be integrated in the analysis of water cycle dynamics. 

• From microwave and infrared sounding instruments (e.g., AIRES, MSU, etc.) a global 
view of the profile of water vapor in the atmosphere that is fundamental determinant of 
the Earth systems radiative processes, cloud microphysics, and precipitation, 

• From the low-resolution NASA ESSP GRACE mission, the opportunity to observe 
continental-scale micro-gravity anomalies attributed to seasonal water storage dynamics 
is at hand.   

• From the yet-to-be-launched NASA ESSP CloudSat and Calipso missions observations 
that should directly improve our understanding of cloud processes and their modeling 
will be available.   

 
2.  From diagnostic analyses of space-borne earth observations with in-situ weather and climate 
data, modeling studies of weather and climate predictability and experimental and operational 
weather and seasonal forecasting work, the community has gained great in-sight and appreciation 
of the importance of water cycling (cloud and precipitation dynamics, soil moisture, ocean 
evaporation, freeze-thaw, snow cover extent, etc.) on weather and climate prediction over a 
range of spatial and temporal scales.  In fact, the evidence is significant and growing that 
advances in skill for precipitation forecasts are directly related to improvements in water cycle 
observations, and their merging with improved water cycle parameterizations in forecast models.   
Of particular note is the profound prediction skill improvements realized when improved 
terrestrial observations are used in weather and climate prediction systems.  For example, 
through its seasonal persistence and direct control on land-atmosphere fluxes, soil moisture and 
its freeze/thaw state directly links the global water, energy, and biogeochemical cycles at 



process-scales.  Thus. its monitoring should be done on these kilometer scales and daily process-
scales in order to capture all of its many influences on the Earth system. 
 
The Water Cycle Observation Vision.   
First, we feel that integrated observations, as opposed to isolated observations, focusing on a 
single flux or state, offers the greatest potential for retrieving terrestrial hydrologic and water 
cycle variables.  The components of the water cycle need to be measured simultaneously in order 
to allow the estimation of fluxes between the components of the climatic system. Precipitation 
and evapotranspiration over land and ocean surfaces require that the state of the system at the 
surface and in the atmosphere be monitored simultaneously.  The years of experience with 
pathfinders and EOS satellites now need to come together in a water cycle mission that observes 
the critical components of the water cycle simultaneously. 
 
By integrated observations, we mean the simultaneous retrieval of related water cycle variables.  
From a technical perspective, we mean a satellite platform with sensors for multiple frequencies, 
combining passive and active sensors, and perhaps lidar.  From an earth science perspective, the 
water cycle variables and the required spatial and temporal observation requirements to satisfy 
the science and applications should drive the sensor package and not (as is often done 
traditionally) the other way.   
 
It would be most useful to develop the water cycle observational perspective considering that the 
water cycle can be divided into slow and fast branches.  The ‘slow branch’ would consist of 
measurements relevant to the retrieval of soil moisture, ground water, snow and ice, freeze-thaw 
states, ocean dynamics, ocean salinity and perhaps water body extent and river discharge—the 
components that don’t have a regular diurnal cycle.  The ‘fast branch’ or component would 
consist of precipitation (liquid and solid), evapotranspiration, clouds and water vapor—ones 
whose dynamics can vary significantly within a day.  Table 1 provides a summary of the 
measurement requirements for a complete monitoring of the water cycle and the capability to 
retrieve fluxes at interfaces of the land, atmosphere, and ocean components of the water cycle.   

 
Table 1: Key Variables Required for Monitoring the Earth System Water Cycle and Fluxes 

Measurement  
 

Variable 

 
 

Role in the Water Cycle 
 

Orbit 
Horiz. 
Spatial 

Resolution 

 
Temporal 

Revisit 
Precipitation Rate/Type Diabatic heating, surface 

forcing 
GEO 1-5 km 0.5 Hrly 

Soil Moisture Link water, energy, 
biogeochemistry 

LEO 1-10 km Daily 

Surface Freeze/Thaw and Sea-Ice Climate, Carbon cycle, Ocean 
Dynamics 

LEO 0.1-1 km Daily 

Open Ocean and Coastal Salinity Density flows in Oceans LEO 10 km Weekly 
Snow Cover Extent Surface energy balance LEO 0.1-10 km Daily 

Snow Water Equivalent Water storage dynamics LEO 0.1-10 km Daily 
River and Lake Elevation Water transport, 

biogeochemistry 
LEO 0.1 km Daily 

Water Vapor Water and energy transport GEO 5-10 km 
Horizontal; 

0.5 km 

0.5 Hrly 



Vertical 
Cloud Properties Water and energy transport, 

radiation balance, precipitation 
genesis 

GEO 1-5 km 0.5 Hrly 

Land and Sea Temperature Energy balance GEO 1-10 km 0.5 Hrly 
Ocean Height Ocean currents and vertical 

mixing 
LEO 10-100 km Daily 

Evaporation (Land and Ocean) Water, energy, and carbon 
cycle 

LEO 1-10 km 0.5 
Hourly 

Ocean Salinity Ocean currents and vertical 
mixing 

LEO 10-100 km Daily 

Water Quality Environmental and human 
health 

LE 0.1-10 km Daily 

 
 
From an observational and technological perspective, we feel that the ‘slow branch’ would be 
observed from low earth orbit (LEO), with the technological focus primarily on improved spatial 
resolution and ‘fast branch’ having the technological challenge of obtaining the needed 
resolution at a geostationary earth orbit (GEO) (or GEO-like).  Below we lay out some 
challenges that we deem achievable over the next decade or so. 
 
Slow Branch Challenges. 
The challenge for observing the slow branch of the water cycle is to progress from single-
variable isolated water cycle instruments to multi-variable integrated water cycle instruments.  It 
is most likely that the desired integration will progress along the lines of extending and 
integrating the capabilities of sensor technologies in given electromagnetic band families.  For 
example, we have several current sensors that make observations in different microwave 
wavelengths – our suggestion is that we progress towards integrating these capabilities into 
fewer more capable instruments that can simultaneously observe multiple components of the 
water cycle.  Because the slow branch of the water cycle generally changes on timescales longer 
than 1 day, LEO orbits are appropriate.  Below we summarize a few of the current and planned 
measurements of the slow branch of the water cycle that should be progressively integrated over 
the next few decades. 
 
Soil Moisture and Freeze-Thaw State:  Given it’s critical role in the terrestrial hydrosphere as the 
‘regulator’ between the water and energy cycles, it is clear that improvements in weather and 
seasonal climate forecasting will depend on improved soil moisture observations.  Soil moisture 
(including its freeze/thaw state) is the key variable that links the water, energy, and 
biogeochemical (carbon, nutrients, and elements) cycles.  It has long been recognized that this 
state of the terrestrial hydrosphere needs to be monitored at high resolution and with good 
fidelity in order to make significant advances in Earth system science as a whole.   It is expected 
that the availability of soil moisture data will link the science communities in water, climate-
energy, and biogeochemistry.  Also soil moisture serves as the memory of terrestrial hydrosphere 
and it has significant impacts on operational weather and seasonal predictability of the climate 
system.  Additionally, there are long-standing needs of these primary observations for decision 
makers, especially in the areas of drought management.  Currently soil moisture is being 
estimated from the NASA Aqua AMSR-E sensor at 10.7 GHz, with a nominal resolution of 
about 50-km and posted at a 25-km based on over sampling. But the high microwave frequency 



is severely limited by low penetration depth and scattering by vegetation.  A NASA ESSP 
mission (Hydros) will provide a 40-km product using radiobrightness measurements from 1.4 
GHz (L-band), a 3-km product based on an active L-band sensor and a combined passive-active 
10-km product.  Airborne campaigns have definitively shown that combination of sensors and 
frequencies have been found to be optimal for soil moisture monitoring.  The committee should 
consider this mission as a risk-reduction ‘pathfinder’ mission to further demonstrate the 
usefulness of soil moisture observations, but should challenge NASA to develop antennae 
technology that would allow a 10-km (or better), L-band radiometric-based product and a 1-km 
combined passive-active estimate.  This resolution is required to meet the observational 
requirements of GEOSS and COPES, and within a this time frame (20 years), operational 
weather forecasting models (4DDA) will be running globally with resolutions between 5 and 10 
km.   
 
Seasonal Snow: Snow plays two important roles within the terrestrial water cycle.  Its cover and 
seasonal duration provides significant albedo contrast that has been shown to affect hydrologic 
and climate variability at global scales, and its amount is a fundamental source of moisture that 
transfers wintertime precipitation into spring and summer soil moisture and river discharge.  Its 
measurement is synergistic to soil moisture.  Since radiobrightness measurements at higher 
frequencies are used in the retrieval of snow, the same antenna used for soil moisture will 
provide higher resolution for the higher frequencies, perhaps leading to improved retrievals in 
areas with large terrain.  Therefore there is a natural synergy between soil moisture and snow.  
As demonstrated in the Hydros mission plan, the low frequency (L-band) active radar is the 
observational sensor of choice regarding freeze-thaw state, and is also synergistic to the 
measurement needs for soil moisture.   
 
Surface Water Extent and Hydraulics:  The ability to measure, monitor, and forecast the supply 
of fresh water across the U.S., and globally, is of high-priority and concern to the U.S., GEOSS 
and COPES.  The seasonal extent of wetlands and the extent of flooding of tropical rivers like 
the Amazon is a critical variable for understanding the biogeochemical cycle within the earth 
system.  Currently estimating the discharge of highly braided Arctic rivers is problematic, yet 
critical to the understanding of the changes being observed in the Arctic and their predictive 
consequences.  At present, the satellite-based measurement of surface water extent and stage has 
occurred through ‘observations of convenience’ from altimeters designed for ocean applications.  
Nonetheless, these measurements have demonstrated that monitoring water bodies from space is 
feasible and the information provides critical new insights into the terrestrial hydrologic cycle in 
environments not well-monitored in-situ.  Additionally, it is the only feasible measurement 
platform to provide consistent, global measurements.  The technological challenge is to provide 
an antenna-sensor package to image water bodies with an intrinsic resolution on the order of 10’s 
m, so that both its elevation and slope can be estimated, allowing for both water extent and (for 
rivers) discharge estimation.  A design based on interferometric Ka-band radar with a base line 
of ~10m would allow for these retrievals.  Such a satellite system is needed to determine the 
spatial and temporal variability in freshwater stored in the world’s terrestrial water bodies—a 
most critical water cycle issue.  
 
Ground-water mass: A promising measurement concept is the gravimetric determination of 
changes in total water storage, based on extremely precise observation of time-dependent 



variations in the Earth gravity field, using space-based gravity gradiometer systems. Such gravity 
field measurements will be sensitive enough to detect the minute gravitational signature of 
changes in soil moisture or SWE over continents, and the discharge/recharge of underground 
aquifers. The experimental Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) mission 
(launched in 2002) uses high-precision satellite-to-satellite tracking to measure changes in 
gravity field between two identical spacecraft on the same orbit. The sensitivity of this first 
demonstration of “photon-less” remote sensing is expected to allow detecting changes in mass 
distribution equivalent to ±1cm variation in water storage over a 500x500 km2 area.  Since the 
method is essentially gravimetric, no discrimination is possible between changes in water stored 
in various reservoirs. 
 
Cryosphere:  Ice in the boreal and polar latitudes shows significant interannual variability in the 
instrumental record.  The ice cover has significant effects on surface albedo and hence it is a 
source of diabatic heating anomalies on large scales.  The ice is also a significant insulator and 
subsurface thermal regime and heat fluxes into the atmosphere are affected by variability in 
seasonal ice cover.  Recent studies in atmosphere and ocean dynamics have demonstrated that 
sea ice could be a significant source of interannual memory in the climatic system.  Its extent is 
also a major determinant of polar amplification of global change. Major melting of polar 
cryosphere could also be the trigger for catastrophic climate change if the ocean thermohaline 
circulation is disrupted by major flow of freshwater into polar saline oceans. Paleoclimate 
indicators show that the ocean thermohaline circulation can change regimes if freshwater inputs 
are dramatically change – example is the freshwater input into the North Atlantic due to the 
break of the Laurential ice block.  All these considerations indicate that the monitoring of the 
cryosphere is important for understanding and predicting the role of the water cycle on the Earth 
system.  Ice extent at high-resolution and ice age (first-year versus multi-year ice) need to be 
estimated. New multi-frequency active and passive microwave systems will be required in order 
to overcome the confounding effects of snow cover and melt pools that limit current capabilities.. 
 
Ocean Height: The data from the early TOPEX ocean height mission provided oceanographers 
with unprecedented means to constrain the models of ocean circulation. It transformed the 
discipline and allowed oceanographers to model and predict case situations in ocean climate.  
The success of the early mission motivated follow-ons with the current Jason and planned OSTM 
missions.  These ocean height mission provide data at fairly coarse resolution.  Development of 
future capability to perform high-resolution and high-revisit mapping of ocean height will enable 
oceanographers to address the ocean weather challenge in support of coastal hazards and 
biogeochemical cycle applications.  
 
Ocean Salinity:  Surface ocean salinity affects the density of surface waters and the extent of 
vertical mixing.  The vertical mixing is a significant determinant of ocean heating gradients and 
circulation. Vertical mixing rates across the ocean portion of the Earth is also a significant factor 
in the biogeochemical cycles.  Current the Aquarius ESSP is scheduled to provide open ocean 
salinity. This is a risk-reduction effort. Follow-on capabilities should include sensors that can 
map coastal waters at high resolution. Mixing in the coastal zone has significant implications for 
water quality monitoring and biogeochemical cycles science. 
 
Fast Branch Challenges. 



In addition to the integration of sensor technologies to enable simultaneous multi-variable 
observations of the fast branch of the water cycle, we are also challenged with providing 
observations at a sufficiently high temporal resolution that processes such as storms can be 
tracked.  The ability of GOES to track water vapor from GEO should motivate NASA and 
NOAA to extend this capability to precipitation, cloud properties and highly accurate 
measurements of air temperature, humidity, clouds, and surface temperature: A GEO version of 
GPM, CloudSat, Calipso and AIRS (Atmospheric Infrared Sounder).   Without such sensor 
systems, it is unclear whether the critical advances in cloud resolving parameterizations, and 
subsequent advances in weather forecasting, can be achieved.  While studies that evaluate the 
tradeoffs between temporal and spatial resolution need to be carried out, NASA needs to become 
creative in developing technology to achieve these goals.  Below we summarize a few of the 
current and planned measurements of the fast branch of the water cycle that should be 
progressively integrated and moved to geostationary platforms over the next few decades. 
 
Precipitation: The experimental Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission demonstrated the 
capability to combine the advantages of the active and passive microwave techniques for 
precipitation observation. Precipitation radar-data can be used to better constrain the cloud 
models incorporated in retrieval algorithms, thereby considerably improving the accuracy of 
retrievals based on passive microwave observations only. The seminal work of the TRMM team 
forms the scientific and technological basis for a global precipitation measuring-system, 
combining observations from at least one active precipitation radar in inclined orbit, a 
constellation of several (6-8) passive microwave imaging radiometer-spacecraft in staged polar 
orbits, and surface-based rain gauges. This Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) mission 
constellation concept , together with more detailed characterization and improved modeling of 
cloud structure and properties, constitutes the best currently feasible approach for quantifying the 
rate of the global water cycle.  Global Precipitation Measurement (GPM) Mission is one of the 
next generation of systematic measurement missions that will be launched around 2010 by a 
consortium of international space agency partners. 

Water Vapor and Clouds: Water vapor in the lower troposphere directly impacts precipitation 
forecasts, and water vapor (principally) in the upper-troposphere is the largest contributor to the 
atmospheric greenhouse effect.  NASA has made a major scientific and technological investment 
in the development of the experimental Atmospheric Infra-Red Sounder (AIRS) instrument.  
Imaging multispectral radiometers, such as the Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MODIS) on EOS Terra and Aqua provides measurements of a variety of basic water and energy 
cycle variables, from sea- and land-surface temperature to cloud amount and optical properties 
and radiation fluxes.  In addition, the planned experimental missions Cloudsat and CALIPSO 
will provide measurements of global cloud properties and their vertical structure.  CloudSat is 
designed to measure the vertical structure of clouds and precipitation from space.  A 
measurement and algorithm approach is used that combines radar information with radiance data 
obtained from other sensors of the EOS constellation.  Information derived from this 
combination includes detailed vertical profile information about the water and ice contents of 
clouds, the occurrence of precipitation and quantitative information about precipitation (solid and 
liquid precipitation are readily detected by 94 GHz radar).  CloudSat will provide new 
knowledge about clouds and precipitation and the connection of clouds to the large-scale 
motions of the atmosphere, offering tests of global climate and weather forecast models as well 
as cloud resolving models and related parameterizations.  Finally, the AIRS / AMSU / HSB 



instrument suite observes surface temperature, cloud fraction, cloud top pressure and 
temperature, profiles of atmospheric temperature and water vapor, plus a rain flag.  All are 
directly or indirectly relevant to the hydrological cycle.  Several challenges remain before the 
AIRS observations reach their full potential for forecasting precipitation events. 

Evaporation: Evaporation from continents and ocean surfaces serves as the crucial link between 
the surface water and energy budgets  To date, efforts have aimed to provide estimates of ocean 
evaporation from remotely-sensed data of the SSM/I (Special Sensor Microwave/Imager) 
measuring near-surface humidity and winds.  However, the veracity and utility of these estimates 
are limited by the quality of the retrieved data, the absence of other crucial data (such as near-
surface temperature), and assumptions regarding the algorithmic formulas.  Thus improvements 
can be made in two ways, through improved satellite data (such as QuickScat which could 
provide improve near-surface winds and EOS Aqua with higher quality humidity retrievals) as 
well as the advancement of existing algorithms that use not only current space-based instrument 
measurements but also adapt to forthcoming satellite retrievals.  The feasibility of measuring 
continental evaporation via remotely sensed data (from the SSM/I and the Advanced Very High 
Resolution Radiometer – AVHRR) has been demonstrated.  However, most of these pilot studies 
are limited in space and time and therefore currently posses no capability to globally estimate 
continental evaporation.  Our only current capabilities for providing global estimates of 
continental evaporation rest upon global land modeling efforts - such as the Global Soil Wetness 
Project and the Global Land Data Assimilation System.  A two-fold effort is needed to improve 
our capabilities to remotely sense evaporation.  First, the surface and near-surface atmospheric 
quantities which are required as input for algorithms must be advanced – either by revisiting 
previous data or to exploit data from future missions.  This not only includes data used for 
algorithmic expressions, but also in-situ data that can verify the veracity of the remotely sensed 
measurements.  Equally important is to revisit previous efforts and advance them through further 
development of the theoretical framework upon which the retrieval algorithms are based. 

 
Innovative Technology Solutions. 
There are potentially many solutions to the above challenges, but long-term technological 
development is needed, and NASA must be encouraged to invest in end-to-end development, 
testing and deployment.  Taking the required resolutions from table 1, NASA needs to convert 
these into antenna (and related hardware) requirements, and develop a technology strategy with 
end dates related to space demonstration.  It is unclear to us how the Earth-Sun Technology 
Office (ESTO) priorities and activities interface with the earth system science activities as 
reflected in the science roadmaps, or even your decadal study.  Below three areas are briefly 
presented: 
 
Carpet Sensors:  One potential area for innovative technology is the development of ‘carpet 
satellites’.  Here a ‘mat’ of 9 to 16, small-scale sensors would fly in formation—like a sensor 
mat—resulting in an effective large-scale antenna, not unlike the 2-D array of the ESA SMOS 
stick antenna.  Location among the sensors would be done through laser ranging, and the result 
would be an effective antenna perhaps a few kilometers in size.  Different sensors may be on 
different micro-satellites, with a ‘central’ satellite having a more complete set of sensors than on 
some of the other components.  This idea is perhaps the most innovative (risky) and a multi-
decadal effort of OSSE studies and demonstrations would be required, but would offer solutions 



that otherwise may be totally elusive to earth observations. The development of accurate laser 
ranging and signal processing could enhance the next generation micro-gravity (GRACE-like) 
missions, as well as provide interferometric observations from long baselines (i.e. partner 
satellites.) 
 
Technology for GEO observations:  Table 1 had measurements at GEO that are new, and 
difficult—like precipitation or cloud properties.  Through OSSEs, can the observational and 
sensor requirements be developed so the technological challenges can be laid-out?  If large 
antennae can’t be deployed at GEO, can sensor carpets?  What is the spatial-temporal tradeoff 
for precipitation at GEO versus LEO, and how does technology contribute to this?  It seems that 
the usual reply to GEO is that it can’t be done. 
 
Space-borne lasers:  NASA must continue technology solutions to improve space-borne lasers.  
This is critical for a number of science needs, including improved ranging, altimetry, and 
measuring chemical constituents, including CO2.  For example, the development of accurate 
laser ranging and signal processing could enhance the next generation micro-gravity (GRACE-
like) missions, as well as provide interferometric observations from long baselines (i.e. partner 
satellites.)   
 
New solutions for old problems:  There are a number of yet-resolved technology problems that 
require additional effort.  Lasers have already been cited.  Others include  the development of 
large-scale antennae, either inflatable or ultra-large, lightweight mesh antenna to provide 
improved resolution for low-frequency radiometry.  Some years ago there was a test deployment 
of an inflatable antenna of ~100m, which tore on deployment (we believe).  We’re unaware that 
there is any continued work on this important technology.  Additionally, NASA has made little 
progress in developing cheaper, light weight, low power space radars.  There must be a 
technological solution to this (old) problem as well.  Another mundane, but important area is the 
development of improved correlators, especially if stick antenna or sensor carpets get traction.  
 
Advanced Radiative Transfer Methods 
Satellite remote sensing requires inverting the radiative transfer equation to retrieve geophysical 
quantities of interest.  In view of the sensitivity of retrieval products to even small changes in 
outgoing radiation, the inversion (retrieval) process must be based on the best possible radiative 
transfer model(s) that cover all wavelengths from UV to microwave, discriminate polarizations 
in incoherent and coherent radiation, and accommodate both passive and active sensing 
techniques. To support the development of advanced satellite retrievals, radiation transfer models 
must have physically consistent representations of atmospheric composition, cloud ice and water 
particles, hydrometeors and precipitation, surface roughness, and vegetation or soil properties 
across the whole electromagnetic spectrum. Models should specify each component in terms of 
physical variables (even if values have to be assumed) instead of empirical relationships, and 
aggregate detailed scattering and emission parameters on satellite footprint scales.  Further 
advances in fundamental quantum physics and spectroscopy may be required to accurately model 
continuum absorption and emission of gases.  
 
Radiation transfer codes that fully satisfy these requirements do not currently exist. The 
development of more accurate radiation transfer models is the fundamental underpinning of any 
major new advance in satellite remote sensing.  Therefore, we call for the development of a new 



generation of radiation transfer codes for water cycle remote sensing applications. The  radiative 
transfer processes for wavelengths from UV to microwave for irregularly shaped objects and 
uncommon size distributions,  and in complex inhomogeneous media, such as ice and snow 
particles and snow packs, grass and tree leaves and vegetation canopies, and soils, are major 
difficulties of radiation calculations, and must be investigated deeply. 
 
Most current retrieval techniques exploit only a few selected wavelengths from a single satellite 
instrument, and therefore do not provide either the best analysis of the available satellite data nor 
total physical consistency across data products.  New, faster retrieval techniques (e.g. adjoint 
model equations or statistical-inverse models) must be developed, that are general enough to 
allow the simultaneous retrieval of a range of geophysical quantities from multiple wavelength, 
multiple sensor and multiple platform measurements.  Such methods must be based on rigorous 
forward models of the measured radiation.  We must develop adanced multi-variate retrieval 
methods that can exploit the totality of the spectral information acquired by Aqua and the "A-
train" satellite constellation, and eventually analyze data from the whole energy and water cycle 
observing system.  The development of more powerful radiative transfer codes and multi-variate 
retrieval methods is a prerequisite for acquiring crucial information for the success of water cycle 
research.  
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